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Hydrogen-bond structure dynamics in bulk water:
insights from ab initio simulations with coupled
cluster theory†
Jinfeng Liu,

‡a Xiao He,

‡bc John Z. H. Zhangbcd and Lian-Wen Qi

*a

An accurate and eﬃcient ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation of liquid water was made possible
using the fragment-based approach (J. F. Liu, X. He and J. Z. H. Zhang, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2017, 19,
11931–11936). In this study, we advance the AIMD simulations using the fragment-based coupled cluster
(CC) theory, more accurately revealing the structural and dynamical properties of liquid water under
ambient conditions. The results show that the double-donor hydrogen-bond conﬁgurations in liquid
water are nearly in balance with the single-donor conﬁgurations, with a slight bias towards the former.
Our observation is in contrast to the traditional tetrahedral water structure. The hydrogen-bond
switching dynamics in liquid water are very fast, with a hydrogen-bond life time of around 0.78
picoseconds, determined using AIMD simulation at the CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level. This time scale is
remarkably shorter than the 3.0 picoseconds that is commonly obtained from traditional nonpolarized
force ﬁelds and density functional theory (DFT) based ﬁrst-principles simulations. Additionally, the
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obtained radial distribution functions, triplet oxygen angular distribution, diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and the
dipole moment of the water molecule are uniformly in good agreement with the experimental
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observations. The current high-level AIMD simulation sheds light on the understanding of the structural
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and dynamical properties of liquid water.

1. Introduction
As the most abundant liquid on Earth, water is essential for life
and is involved in nearly all biological, geological, and chemical
processes.1 Despite being extensively studied for several
decades, there is still ongoing debate on the dynamical picture
of the liquid water structure under ambient conditions.1–11 For
a microscopic understanding of liquid water, one of the most
essential questions to address is the structure and dynamics of
the hydrogen-bonding network in water which determine the
unique water properties. This collective network uctuation
involving hydrogen-bond breaking and forming is of great
importance for elucidating the dynamical picture of liquid
water.
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Understanding the nature of the dynamical hydrogenbonding network in liquid water under ambient conditions is
a challenge for both experimental and theoretical researchers.
According to a series of spectral experiments and theoretical
simulations,12–17 liquid water is usually regarded as a tetrahedral
structure involving minimally distorted hydrogen-bonding
congurations. However, based on X-ray absorption and
Raman scattering experiments, Wernet et al. concluded that the
rst coordination shell around a water molecule in liquid water
has two hydrogen-bonding partners on average with one donor
and one acceptor.18,19 It favors a “ring-and-chain”-like structure
in water, which is in contrast to the conventionally accepted
tetrahedral structure of liquid water. It remains a topic of
intense debate as to whether water has a tetrahedral or “ringand-chain”-like structure.20
Another important issue is the hydrogen-bond switching
dynamics in water. The dynamics of this network occur over
a wide range of time scales, from femtosecond uctuations that
involve a few molecules to picosecond diﬀusive motions.21,22
Specically, Bakker et al. observed that orientational relaxation
of the HDO molecules dissolved in D2O occurred on either
a very slow or a very fast time scale, with corresponding time
constants of 13.0 and 0.7 picoseconds, respectively.23–26 Fecko
et al. showed that the hydrogen-bond vibrational correlations
decay with a period of 0.17 and 1.2 picoseconds due to the
underdamped oscillation of hydrogen-bond and collective
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structural reorganizations, respectively.22 There are many other
related experimental and theoretical investigations10,27–29
demonstrating large variations in the time constants of the
hydrogen-bond relaxation.
With experimental methods, it is normally diﬃcult to yield
detailed information on the hydrogen-bond dynamics in
water.30 Understanding the specic molecular structure and
dynamics of liquid water at the atomistic level depends on
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. MD with empirical
force elds have already provided fundamental insights into
the microstructural and dynamical properties of water, with
continuous improvement of the traditional force elds.31–38 Ab
initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, with the
molecular potentials described by the rst-principles electronic structure theory, are a signicant improvement over the
empirical force elds.39–45 Density functional theory (DFT) has
been the most widely used electronic structure method in
AIMD simulations with reasonable accuracy and moderate
computational cost.46 However, the performance of DFT-based
AIMD simulations is dramatically aﬀected by the choice of
density functionals.46,47 High-level wavefunction theories, such
as the second order Møller–Plesset perturbation (MP2)
method, have also been utilized to obtain an accurate
description of the structural and dynamical properties of
liquid water.43–45,48 In our previous work, a MP2-based AIMD
simulation of liquid water was carried out on a large body of
water molecules (140 water molecules) through the fragmentation quantum mechanical (QM) method,49–53 and the
simulated water structural and dynamical properties
were uniformly in good agreement with experimental
observations.53
It is of great importance and necessity to apply high-level
wavefunction theories for an accurate simulation of the
microstructural and dynamical properties of liquid water. To
the best of our knowledge, the coupled cluster (CC) theory has
not been utilized to treat a large body of water molecules for
an AIMD simulation of liquid water, owing to the high scaling
of the CC method with tremendous computational cost. Here
we report substantial progress toward an accurate liquid
water dynamics simulation using the fragment-based CC
method. The nuclear quantum eﬀect (NQE) is not included in
this study. The NQE of a hydrogen atom in liquid water is
mainly associated with O–H vibration-related properties, and
most of the statistical properties of water such as diﬀusion or
the O–O radial distribution function (RDF) are not much
aﬀected by the NQE as demonstrated in recent work by Marsalek and Markland.54 The good agreement between the
experimental observations and the calculated properties of
water without explicit inclusion of the NQE in previous
studies46,53 implied that the inuence of the NQE on hydrogen
atoms has subtle eﬀects on most of the statistical properties
of liquid water. This study sheds light on a detailed understanding of the water structure and hydrogen-bonding
dynamics in liquid water from AIMD simulations using the
fragment-based CC method.
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2.

Results and discussion

2.1. Water properties
2.1.1. RDF. In order to characterize the structure of water,
we rst calculated its intermolecular oxygen–oxygen (gOO),
oxygen–hydrogen (gOH), and hydrogen–hydrogen (gHH) radial
distribution functions (RDFs). The obtained data were
compared to the experimental observations,55,56 as well as the
results obtained from the authors’ previous study performed at
the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.53 As shown in Fig. 1, the simulated
gOO curve obtained using the CCD method is in excellent
agreement with the experimental results for both the positions
and intensities of the rst two peaks. The gOO curve obtained
using the MP2 method is also in good agreement with the
experimental results, except that the trough between the rst
two peaks is slightly lower compared to the CCD and experimental results. Moreover, the MP2 RDF curve is not as smooth
as that given by CCD owing to the relatively shorter simulation
time at the MP2 level in the authors’ previous study. For the gOH
and gHH curves, both of the intensities of the rst peaks obtained from the MP2 simulation are overestimated in comparison with the experimental results, which is mainly due to the
lack of the NQE in the simulation. In comparison, the CCD
results signicantly reduce the intensities of the rst peaks for
the gOH and gHH curves, although they are still overestimated in
reference to the experimental results. For both the MP2 and
CCD results, the second peaks of gOH and gHH slightly shi to
higher radial positions in comparison with the experimental
values, while the positions of the third peaks for gOH and gHH
are both in good agreement with the experimental results.
Overall, our AIMD simulated results using the fragment-based
CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ method in this study are in good accordance with the experimental observations.
Recently, Hirata and co-workers suggested that with such
a small basis set as aug-cc-pVDZ, RDFs cannot generally be
reproduced accurately.45 Furthermore, their subsequent study
revealed a precise mechanism by which the adjustments of
density, temperature, and/or pressure would lead to correct
RDFs in MP2 and DFT water simulations.57 According to their
study, the MP2 simulated water tends to be denser (r >
1.00 g cm3) under ambient conditions due to the overestimated dispersion interaction, and thus requires a lower
temperature and negative pressure to generate the experimentally observed RDF of liquid water. In this study, the initial
density of the system was equilibrated to 1.002 g cm3. During
the AIMD simulation, the average water density of the QM
region was 1.008 g cm3, which was slightly larger than the
experimental value under ambient conditions. There are some
approximations made in this study, and the simulated water
properties may result from a variety of factors, such as the
utilized canonical NVT ensemble for the whole system, Langevin thermostat for adjusting the system temperature and the
mechanical embedding scheme for treating the QM/MM
coupling. The AIMD simulation details are summarized in the
theory and computation section and in the ESI.† The agreement
of the results with the experimental results is partially due to the
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Fig. 1 (a) Oxygen–oxygen, (b) oxygen–hydrogen and (c) hydrogen–hydrogen radial distribution functions (RDF) of liquid water under ambient
conditions obtained using the fragment-based AIMD simulations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ53 and CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ levels, respectively.

fortuitously accurate intermolecular interaction potential
described at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ or CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level,
with reference to the potential calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-ccpVQZ level (see Fig. S1 of the ESI†).
2.1.2. Oxygen–oxygen–oxygen triplet angles. To further
analyze the local arrangement of the water molecules in the
liquid phase, we calculated the distribution of oxygen–oxygen–
oxygen triplet angles within the rst coordination shell and
tetrahedral order parameter q for the QM water molecules in
simulation. The CCD result obtained in this study and the MP2
simulated result from the authors’ previous study53 are
compared in Fig. 2 along with the experimental curve. Three
oxygen atoms were considered as a given triplet if two of the
oxygen atoms are within a predened distance cutoﬀ from the
third. The computational details are given in the ESI.† The
experimental angular distribution shows a shoulder at around
60 and a broad and strong peak at around 100 .56 The CCD
simulated angular distribution curve is in good agreement with
the experimental curve, with one distinct shoulder at around
70 and a strong peak at around 100 , and the intensity of the
strong peak exactly matches the experimental observation. In
contrast, for the MP2 simulated results, the intensity of the
strong peak is underestimated and the shoulder is overestimated. The tetrahedral order parameter q, an index to
describe the similarity of the simulated water structure with the
perfect tetrahedral structure, would yield a value of 1 for the
perfect tetrahedral structure and 0 for the ideal gas. The tetrahedral order parameter q is 0.515 based on the fragment-based
CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ simulation, close to our previous MP2
simulated value of 0.520 and the experimental value of 0.570.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

The current result is more accurate than 0.670, which was obtained from a DFT-based Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
(CPMD) simulation using PBE0 + TS-vdW(SC).47
2.1.3. Diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The dynamical properties of
liquid water can be measured from the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
The convergence of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient as a function of the
simulation time and the QM water cluster size are shown in

The oxygen–oxygen–oxygen triplet angular distribution and
tetrahedral order parameter of liquid water obtained from the fragment-based AIMD simulation at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ53 and CCD/
aug-cc-pVDZ levels, respectively. The water molecules whose oxygen
atoms are less than or equal to 8 Å away from the center of the water
box were used for this analysis.
Fig. 2
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Fig. S2 and S3 of the ESI.† The calculated diﬀusion coeﬃcient at
300 K converged to 0.20 Å2 ps1 in the last 7.0 ps AIMD simulation, as compared to the experimental value of 0.23 Å2 ps1.58
This result is consistent with our previous study.53 The empirical force elds usually predict a rather larger diﬀusion coeﬃcient (>0.26 Å2 ps1),59 while the DFT-based AIMD simulations
generally give a relatively smaller value (<0.20 Å2 ps1).46,47
2.1.4. Dipole moment. The dipole moment of a water
molecule in the liquid phase has been under debate for a long
time, partially because of the uncertainty on its value (2.6–3.0
Debye) measured from the X-ray scattering form factors.60–62 The
current AIMD simulation also reveals the distribution of the
molecular dipole of water as shown in Fig. S4 of the ESI.† The
molecular dipole is broadly distributed from 1.8 to 3.2 Debye
with an average value of 2.53 Debye, reecting the diversity of
the electrostatic elds of the environment and the local geometry uctuation of the water molecules. The predicted dipole
moment from the DFT-based CPMD simulation is relatively
larger (around 2.90 Debye),47 and it also heavily depends on the
choice of density functionals.
Hence, for these basic properties of liquid water, the
fragment-based AIMD simulation at the CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level
gives reasonable results that are uniformly in good agreement
with the experimental observations. Based on these results, we
further investigated the detailed microstructure and hydrogenbond dynamics of liquid water from the AIMD simulated
trajectory.

2.2. Water microstructure
Controversy regarding whether liquid water has a tetrahedral or
“ring-and-chain”-like microstructure still persists.19,20 According to Wernet et al.,18 water molecules with single hydrogenbond donors (SD) are dominant in liquid water. However,
nearly all of the theoretical studies based on force elds or DFT
overwhelmingly favor the tetrahedral structure, in which water
molecules with the double hydrogen-bond donor (DD) congurations are dominant in the liquid phase.47 From our previous
fragment-based AIMD study at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level,53 we
found that both of these two congurations (SD and DD) were
almost equally distributed in the liquid phase, with a slight bias
towards the tetrahedral structure.
In this study, we made quantitative statistics of the number
and types of hydrogen-bond congurations in liquid water by
utilizing the popular hydrogen-bond denition proposed by
Luzar and Chandler.63 The dening parameters for hydrogen
bonds include both distance and angular criteria, namely, rOO <
3.5 Å and q:OA/OD–HD < 30 (Fig. 3a). Using this denition, we
rst analyzed the diﬀerence among the hydrogen-bonds in CCD
simulated liquid water using the 2D weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM-2D)64 (see Fig. 3b). We also compared it
with the MP2 result from the authors’ previous study53 (Fig. 3c).
The free energy landscape clearly shows that the most probable
region corresponding to the ideal hydrogen-bond in CCD
simulated liquid water is with the distance rOO in the range of
2.8–3.0 Å and the angle q around 8–15 (not 0 ), respectively.
The other regions under the hydrogen-bond denition
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represent the non-ideal or bent hydrogen-bond congurations.
In comparison with the CCD result, the hydrogen-bonds formed
in the MP2 simulated liquid water show a very similar pattern
except that the MP2 simulated ideal hydrogen-bond has a relatively shorter rOO distance (in the range of 2.7–2.9 Å), which is
caused by the relatively stronger intermolecular interaction
calculated using MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ (see Fig. S1†). The ideal
hydrogen-bonds are usually more stable than those non-ideal or
bent hydrogen-bonds. The deviation of the distance rOO and
angle q from their most probable region would decrease the
stability of the hydrogen bonds in liquid water. Hence, these
strong and weak hydrogen-bonds in liquid water would lead to
diﬀerent hydrogen-bond dynamics.
The fractions of double-donor (DD), single-donor (SD), and
non-donor (ND) congurations from the last 7 ps AIMD simulation are given in Table 1. According to Wernet et al.,18 around
80% of water molecules in the liquid phase donate only one
hydrogen to form a hydrogen bond with their neighbors,
whereas DD and ND congurations only account for 15% and
5%, respectively. However, the DFT-based CPMD simulation47
predicted the opposite trend, i.e., 79% of water molecules are in
the DD conguration and only 20% of them are in the SD
conguration. In addition, the result obtained from the
empirical force eld (SPCFW) also shows a similar pattern, with
dominant 70% DD congurations and only 27% SD congurations. The present fragment-based AIMD simulation at the
CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level predicts a more balanced picture of the
hydrogen-bond structure in liquid water. Specically, our result
shows that the DD conguration accounts for just 50% of the
overall population, which is closely followed by 42% SD
congurations (Table 1). This result is also in accordance with
the predicted tetrahedral order parameter of 0.515, which
means that the structure of water presents a mixture of two
congurations with a slight bias toward the DD conguration
(tetrahedral structure) over the SD conguration (“ring-andchain”-like structure). Our previous fragment-based AIMD
simulation at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level53 also reached
a similar conclusion.
To provide more insight into the microstructure of liquid
water, some representative hydrogen-bond network structures
were extracted from our AIMD simulated trajectory as shown in
Fig. 4 and S5.† Both the tetrahedral and “ring-and-chain”-like
structures of water are present in this simulation. As shown in
Fig. 4a, the traditional picture of a water molecule, accepting
and donating two hydrogen bonds to form a tetrahedral structure, partly exists in our simulation. All three inner water
molecules form tetrahedral structures in the snapshot shown in
Fig. 4a. On the other hand, in Fig. 4b, there are ring-like
structures which are formed by a group of DD and SD congurations of the water molecules. There are also unclosed ringlike (or chain-like) structures (see Fig. 4c), in which the
central water molecule does not donate any hydrogen bond (in
the ND conguration) at the end of the chain. The ND conguration may arise from local coordination of the hydrogen-bond
network to form a temporarily meta-stable state. All of these
hydrogen-bonding structures change dynamically throughout
the entire AIMD simulation. The tetrahedral, ring-like and
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Fig. 3 (a) The deﬁnition of a hydrogen-bond between two water molecules and the free energy landscape of the hydrogen-bonds in the (b)
CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ and (c) MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ simulated liquid water. The deﬁnition for a hydrogen-bond is that the distance between two
oxygen atoms roo < 3.5 Å and q:OA/OD–HD < 30 .

Table 1 The percentage (%) of hydrogen-bond conﬁgurations:
double-donor (DD), single-donor (SD), and non-donor (ND) conﬁgurations in liquid water from diﬀerent methods

Method
Type

Expa

CCDb

MP2c

SPCFW

CPMDd

DD
SD
ND

15  25
80  20
55

50
42
8

53
40
7

70
27
3

79
20
1

a
The experimentally tted percentage of hydrogen-bond congurations
in liquid water from ref. 18. b The EE-GMF approach at the CCD/aug-ccpVDZ level from this study. c The EE-GMF approach at the MP2/aug-ccpVDZ level from ref. 53. d CPMD simulation results (using PBE0+TSvdW(SC)) from ref. 47, which utilized the same denition of hydrogen
bonds as this study.

chain-like structures interchange with each other from time to
time, resulting in a dynamical picture of a mixture of tetrahedral and “ring-and-chain”-like structures in liquid water as
indicated from the current AIMD simulation.
2.3. Hydrogen-bond dynamics
The hydrogen-bond dynamics in liquid water take place in
a very fast manner.10 To quantitatively describe the dynamical
properties of water, we rst computed the residence time
correlation function S(t) for the water molecules around the
central water molecule and their rst coordination shell in the
QM region using the following equation,65
Sðsk Þ ¼

NH2 O
NtX
max k X
j¼1

  

vi tj vi tj þ sk

i¼1

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

(1)

where sk is the kth time interval (sk ¼ kDs; Ds ¼ 1 fs; k ¼ 0,
1,.Ntmax  1), vi(t) becomes 1 or 0 depending on the water
molecule i within or outside the shell dened by a radius
around a tagged water molecule at time t, and NH2O is the
number of water molecules in the QM region. The S(t) measures
the average number of water molecules which continuously stay
around the tagged water molecule. In this simulation, S(t)
decays in an exponential fashion, and the time constant associated with this decay gives a measure of the residence time of
water around a specic site. Fig. 5a shows the calculated S(t)
along with the exponential t S(t) ¼ exp(t/s) using a radius
cutoﬀ of 3.5 Å from the last 10 ps AIMD simulation. The residence time s of a water molecule obtained from the exponential
t is 2.0 ps given by the fragment-based AIMD simulation at the
CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level, indicating that the diﬀusion of the
water molecules in the liquid phase is very fast.
Furthermore, we investigated the hydrogen-bond dynamics
by introducing the hydrogen-bond correlation function66
CðtÞ ¼

hhð0ÞhðtÞi
hhi

(2)

where h(t) is a hydrogen-bond population descriptor, which is
unity when a tagged pair of molecules is hydrogen-bonded at
time t and is zero otherwise. This correlation function is
calculated for all QM water molecules dened to be hydrogenbonded at both times 0 and t, which describes the probability
of the tagged pair of molecules being hydrogen-bonded at time t
given that the pair was hydrogen-bonded at time 0. The calculated hydrogen-bond correlation function is shown in Fig. 5b,
which is best described by a series of two exponential decay
functions. Two time constants obtained from the exponential t
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Fig. 4 The representative hydrogen-bond structures in the simulated liquid water. The dashed line denotes the hydrogen-bond. The pink,
yellow and grey circles label the double-donor (DD), single-donor (SD) and none-donor (ND) conﬁgurations of the hydrogen-bonded water
molecules, respectively.

are identied as the average hydrogen bond lifetime,2 and are
0.78 and 5.11 ps, respectively. This result indicates that the
hydrogen-bond dynamics in liquid water occur on either a very
fast or a slow time scale. This result is in agreement with Bakker
and coworkers’ experiment,23 where they measured that the
hydrogen-bonds in liquid water decay on either a very fast or
a slow time scale (0.7 and 13.0 ps for HDO dissolved in D2O),
corresponding to the weak and strong hydrogen bonds in liquid
water, respectively. However, the hydrogen-bond life time obtained from the empirical force elds and previous DFT-based

CPMD simulations are normally overestimated, with the fast
and slow time scales around 3.0 ps and 18.0 ps, respectively.2
Therefore, we conclude that the fragment-based AIMD simulation at the CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level can well describe the ultrafast
hydrogen-bond dynamics in liquid water, which would help to
better understand the dynamic properties of liquid water.
At present, there are still no consistent conclusions on the
impact of the NQE on the structure and dynamics of water
hydrogen-bonds. According to a series of studies,67–69 the
competition between the intra- and intermolecular quantum

(a) Residence time correlation function S(t) for the water molecules around the central water molecule and their ﬁrst coordination shell in
the QM region (normalized to S(tmin) ¼ 1). (b) Hydrogen-bond correlation function C(t) for the water molecules in the reduced QM region. The
red curve is the corresponding exponential ﬁt.
Fig. 5
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eﬀects in water further reduces the impact of neglecting the
NQEs on the average statistical properties of liquid water. Li
et al. carried out systematic examination of a wide range of
hydrogen-bonded systems through the ab initio path integral
molecular dynamics, and showed that NQEs weaken weak
hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones.70
Furthermore, from their study, the NQEs would accelerate the
hydrogen dynamics for the weak hydrogen-bonds. On the other
hand, for the strong hydrogen-bonds, the NQEs would slow
down their hydrogen dynamics. More recently, Wilkins et al.
combined classical and ring polymer molecular dynamics
simulations to provide a molecular description of the NQEs on
water reorientation and hydrogen-bond dynamics in liquid
water. They showed that NQEs lead to a moderate acceleration
(13%) of the hydrogen-bond dynamics as compared to a classical description.71

3.

Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the structural and dynamical
properties of liquid water under ambient conditions using
fragment-based AIMD simulation at the CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
The water properties, such as the RDFs, diﬀusion coeﬃcient,
molecular dipole and oxygen–oxygen–oxygen triplet angular
distribution, are uniformly in excellent agreement with the
experimental observations, which demonstrates the robustness
of the EE-GMF method for AIMD simulation with high-level
wavefunction theories.
Furthermore, we investigated the hydrogen-bond structures
and dynamics in liquid water and gave a clear dynamic picture
of liquid water. We found that the tetrahedral and “ring-andchain”-like structures were almost equally distributed in liquid
water, with around 50% of water molecules donating two
hydrogen-bond donors to their neighbors (DD conguration)
and 42% donating just one hydrogen-bond donor (SD conguration). In addition, the hydrogen-bonds in liquid water decay
on either a very fast or a slow time scale, which correspond to
short and long hydrogen-bond life times of 0.78 and 5.11 ps,
respectively.
This study suggests that, using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, the
overall performance of CCD is just slightly better than MP2 in
describing the structural and dynamical properties of liquid
water. The larger basis sets (such as aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-ccpVQZ) may be needed to systematically investigate the relative
merits between MP2 and CCD. The EE-GMF approach could in
principle implement a systematic series of diagrammatic manybody theories (even for the CCSD and CCSD(T) methods) in
conjunction with also systematic basis sets, together converging
towards the exact limits for liquid water simulation. It is general
in the choice of electronic structure theory for monomers and
dimers, and most importantly exhibits linear scaling in the
computational cost with respect to the system size. However, for
EE-GMF calculations using high-level ab initio theories, the
larger basis sets would signicantly increase the computational
cost on each fragment QM calculation. In future studies, we will
utilize more eﬃcient techniques, such as the density tting
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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algorithm and other local methods in fragment QM calculations, to accelerate such high-level AIMD simulations.
The current approach also has limitations. First, the transition of potentials at the QM/MM boundary is not smooth when
water molecules leave or enter the QM region. This may cause
some articial eﬀects on the structural and dynamical properties of the simulated liquid water near the QM/MM boundary,
although we used a reduced QM region for analyzing the liquid
water properties to alleviate the boundary eﬀect. Second, the
NQE is not included in this work, which may have an impact on
the hydrogen-bond dynamics simulation. Improvements on the
fragment-based AIMD simulation along these lines are
currently underway in our laboratory.

4. Theory and computation
In this study, we employed the electrostatically embedded
generalized molecular fractionation (EE-GMF)51,52 to perform
the ab initio calculations of a large body of water molecules.
According to the EE-GMF scheme, the total energy of a water
cluster can be expressed as follows,
EE-GMF
Ewater
cluster ¼

N
X
i¼1

E~i þ

N1
N
X
X

i¼1

j¼iþ1

jRij j # l
X X qmðiÞ qnðjÞ

RmðiÞnðjÞ
m˛i n˛j

N1
N
X
 X
E~ij  E~i  E~j 
i¼1

j¼iþ1

jRij j . l

(3)
where N is the number of water molecules. The QM energy
calculations of monomer i (one water molecule) and dimer ij
(two water molecules) are performed in the embedded electrostatic elds of the rest of the water molecules, represented by
the Coulomb eld of atomic charges, to account for the elec~
tronic polarization eﬀect from the surrounding environment. E
in eqn (3) denotes the sum of the self-energy of the fragment
along with the interaction energy between the fragment and
~ i and E
~ ij are the
background charges of the remaining system. E
energies of the water monomer i and dimer ij, respectively. The
rst term of eqn (3) is the summation of one-body energies. The
second term is the local two-body QM interaction when the
distance Rij between any two oxygen atoms from monomers i
and j is less than or equal to a predened distance threshold l.53
Otherwise, the interaction energy between two water molecules
(Rij > l) is described by the classical Coulomb interaction.
Therefore, the monomer energy and local pairwise interactions
are explicitly treated by QM, while the higher-ordered manybody electrostatic interactions are implicitly incorporated
using the electrostatic embedding scheme. Because of the
charge embedding scheme utilized in fragment QM calculations, the long range interactions are included in each fragment
QM calculations. The doubly counted electrostatic interactions
between distant water pairs (beyond the distance threshold l)
need to be deducted using the last term of eqn (3) through the
classical Coulomb interactions, where qm(i) denotes the atomic
charge of the mth atom in the ith water molecule. The atomic
charges from the SPCFW72 water model were utilized as the
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embedding eld in this study. The distance threshold l was set
to 5.0 Å for ensuring the convergence of the total EE-GMF
energy of the water cluster, while achieving an eﬃcient
computation. The detailed description of the EE-GMF method
can be found in a series of recent publications51–53 and the
ESI.†
A truncated octahedron box with edges of 42.6 Å (containing
a total of 1997 exible SPCFW72 water molecules) under periodic
boundary conditions was constructed for simulation in this
study. Before the AIMD simulation, the density of the system
was equilibrated to 1.002 g cm3 using the classical MD simulation. To improve the computational eﬃciency, a QM/MM
scheme is utilized (the same as our previous study53), in
which water molecules with oxygen atoms that are less than or
equal to 10 Å away from the center of the simulation box are
treated by QM, while the rest of the water molecules are
described by MM. The EE-GMF approach is employed to
calculate the total energy (eqn (3)) and atomic forces (see the
ESI†) of the QM region (approximately 140 water molecules).
The coupling between the QM and MM regions is treated by
mechanical embedding. For all water molecules, the intramolecular bonds are fully exible. The technical details of the
AIMD simulation are given in the ESI.† To reduce the boundary
eﬀect, a buﬀer zone of about 2 Å from the QM/MM boundary
was established. We used a reduced QM region (the radius of
which is 8.0 Å from the center of the simulation box) for
analyzing the physicochemical properties of liquid water.
The CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ method was employed for the AIMD
simulation of liquid water under ambient conditions. The wall
clock time for each MD step was around 3.5 minutes on 30
computer nodes with the Intel Xeon E5-4640 2.4 GHz processor
(28 cores per node). The interaction potential energy between
two water molecules calculated at the CCD/aug-cc-pVDZ level is
shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI.† Prior to the production run of
AIMD, the initial water structure was pre-equilibrated by classical MD simulation using the SPCFW force eld. Subsequently,
a total of 15.0 ps AIMD simulation was carried out. This simulation time is found to be suﬃcient in converging the predicted
water properties as shown in the ESI.† During the AIMD simulation, the transition of the water molecules between the QM
and MM regions, which is quantied as the number of the water
molecules in the QM region, is shown in Fig. S6 of the ESI.†
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